
 

 

 

An Island, her Island. 

Transparent, natural, relaxed, those are the adjectives which come to one’s 

mind at first when contemplating the art of Belinda de Veer. This is also the 

attraction seducing every one when captured by her work. Her exposition 

“Human Nature” is a vivid example of this. 

The spectator soon realizes that the perception of what he first saw has 

transformed after contemplating the work a bit longer. The pieces are in 

many aspects like an island. At first glance they seem to reveal everything, 

and it’s only after you’ve been enchanted that you realize all the different 

currents that attract you to them. In many ways they seem intrinsically 

linked to all what’s around them while at the same time being a separate 

entity. 

Belinda uses several symbols like the rose, the lotus, chains and barbed wire 

which added to other elements in her work tell a different story  each time 

they are contemplated. Her religious dilemma is obvious in the series “He 

was once a true love of mine” and “Religious Confusion”. 

In her series “Mother Earth, Countdown”and in her painting “Un suplica pa 

naturaleza” Belinda clearly uses her favorite symbols to show her concern 

that at first seems to be universal. The artist plays with the concept of 

mother nature like a metaphor for the female being. At the same time the 

pieces speak of her thoughts on her own direct environment which 

influences her so much. The writings which accompany her work are a relief 

for her and a source of curiosity and charm for the spectator. The 

engagement of writing and painting portrayed in “Chatiger” may be 



considered the height of her cry against the abuse of nature. This piece has 

a spark of the Aruban folklore, proof of the strong roots of the artist with 

her island. 

The same roots are evident in her series “Fusion” where the artist uses the 

mixed media technique and a multinterpretative object like the conch. The 

fascination of the artist with the form, material and nature of this object 

stand out in this piece. Exploring her own fascination she takes the 

spectator on a voyage of self-discovery which starts at purely biological 

forms and travels to parts which can be interpreted as explicitly sensual. It’s 

here that we recognize best her predominant theme “Human-Nature”. For 

the artist the true fusion between these two forces is still a dream which she 

realizes thru her work. The artist constantly plays with topics which are 

more personal then they seem at first sight. Proof of this: the writing for 

“Fusion”. 

This writing speaks of “light crystals” which is also the title of a piece in the 

series “Transformation” as is also “Brugnan di speransa”. This series is a 

perfect introduction to that which the artist finds important. Symbols like 

the lotus and the chain are used as they are also in the series “Fuga”. 

The place of the art of Belinda de Veer in the contemporary art scene of 

Aruba is characterized by a constant open dialogue with the viewer. The 

impression first made transforms into a relation with the artist, her world, 

her island. 
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